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Sz.-Nagy—Brehmer dilations 
By ISRAEL HALPERIN in Kingston (Canada) 
1. Introduction 
1.1. The following discussion (sections 1. 1 and 1.2) is due to B. S Z . - N A G Y " 
[2; 3, 4].1) 
Let J denote a totally ordered set of indices a and let J denote the set of all 
integer valued functions n = «(a), - » < « ( a ) < » , such that n = set of a with n(a) ¿¿0, 
is a finite subset of J. 
Write « = 0 if « ( a ) = 0 , n^m if « ( a ) ^ w ( a ) , for all a. For given n,m£J define-, 
n — m,n+ by: (n — m)(a) = «(a) — m(ct), n+(a) = max (n(a), 0) for all a. Call n, m: 
positive-disjoint if (n — m)+ —n and (m — n)+ —m (then necessarily and m^O) . . 
Suppose H is a given Hilbert space. If J1-is ah operator2) on H and i is an integer, 
define T(i) to be V if and (T*)~' if «<0 . If Ta (a £J) are given operators on H 
define T(n) as follows: if the indices in n, ordered as in J, are denoted as 1, ..., r, 
let T(n) = Tx{n(1)) T 2 (« (2 ) ) . . .T r (n ( r ) ) , with the convention: T(0) shall mean 1. 
Call a family of unitary operators Ux (a 6 J) acting on some Hilbert space Kz) H 
a unitary dilation of the Ta (a € J) if the Ux (a € J) are commuting and 
(1. 1) Tin)x = PHUin)x for all x£H and all n^ 0,3) 
and minimal if also 
(1.2) K is spanned by the Uin)x (a// x£H, all n£J).4) 
Note: the Ux are required to be commuting but not the Tx. 
1.2. Suppose Ta (a £ / ) has a unitary dilation Ua (a £J). Then clearly the Ta 
must be contractions5). Consider the scalar valued function B = Bin, x; m, y) defined 
') The writer acknowledges with pleasure several stimulating conversations with Prof. SZ.-
N A G Y . 
2) The scalars may be the real, complex or quaternionic numbers. Inner product will be denot-
ed (x\y). In this paper all operators are bounded, linear. Operators T„ (a 6 J) are called commuting, 
if TeTf, = TpT* for all a, fie J. 
I) PH will denote the projection (orthogonal) of K onto H. 
") If (1. 1) is satisfied by some K, U* (a£J) then (1. 1), (1. 2) will be satisfied by K0 (the= 
subspace of K spanned by the vectors named in (1. 2)) and the restrictions of the U* (a(E J) to this. 
Ko. 
5) A contraction X is a linear operator with (irjj 1. 
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_for x, y £ H and positive-disjoint n,m by 
(1.3) B = (U{n)x\U{m)y). 
As pointed out by S Z . - N A G Y , 5 has the properties: 
(1.4) B{n,x-0,y) = (T(ri)x\y). 
•(1. 5) B(n, x; m, y) is linear in y and B(n, x ; m, y) = B(m,y \ n, x).' 
•(1.6) (The positivity condition:) 
Jor all xl,...,xN^H, njySO, N= 1,2, ... , 6 ) 
On the other hand, if Ta (a £ / ) are given contractions then, as pointed out by 
S Z . - N A C . Y every scalar valued B with properties ( 1 . 4 ) — ( 1 . 6 ) determines uniquely a 
minimal unitary dilation (unique to within a unitary isomorphism). The Ta need not 
be commuting. 
We sketch the proof. Let K' denote the linear space o f f o r m a l finite sums Z (", , x,) 
i 
with all in J and x ; in H1) (where, if v = Z (ni> xd a n d w = Z (mj>}'j) then 
i j 
~.vc = Z (ni> xic) f ° r scalar c, and u±»v have the obvious values). Define (y| |u) as i 
z B{(n, - « ; ) + , Xj; (mj - 77,)+, yj). 
¡.j 
T h e n (u | | i ; ) s0 for all v in K' (because of (1. 6)). Identify v and w (in A") if 
((y — iv)|| (y — vi')) = 0. 
After such identifications K' becomes a Hilbert space (possibly incomplete) with 
.inner product(t>|vi') = (v\\ w). Now identify x in / / w i t h (0,x) and so imbed Hin K'. 
For each (1, determine a linear operator Up on K' by the relation: Up(n, x) = (m, x) 
where m(fi) = n(P)+ 1 and 777(a) = 77(a) if a ¿¿p. Then the Ua are unitary on K' 
and their extension to K, the completion of K', is the desired minimal unitary 
-dilation.8) 
1. 3. Thus for given contractions Ta (a £J) there are precisely as many solutions 
K, C/a ( a £ J ) of (1. 1), (1. 2) as there are functions B which satisfy (1. 4), (1. 5), and 
(1.6). 
1. 4. If J has exactly one element (the case of a single contraction) then the 
values of B are completely determined by (1. 4) and (1. 5). So in this case there is a 
solution (unique) if and only if the positivity condition holds for these values of B. 
S Z . - N A G Y proved that positivity does hold in this case, solving the problem completely 
for a single contraction. 
N 
")' The left side of (1. 6) is equal to Z \\U(n,)x,\\2. 
i = 1 7) After the have been constructed, (11, x) will turn out to be the value of U(n)x. 
8) This discussion is valid whether the scalars are the real, complex or quaternionic numbers. 
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1. 5. If 7 has more than one element it is not yet known whether solutions of 
(1. 1), (1 .2) always exist, even for the case of commuting Ta. However, SZ.-NAGY 
extended his methods to the case of doubly commuting Tx (that is: TxTf = TpTa 
as well as TaTfi = TfiTx for a^p). In order to describe SZ.-NAGY'S result more 
precisely, let us call Ux(a£J) a Sz.-Nagy—Brehmer (abbreviation: Sz.-N.—B.) 
dilation of Ta(a£J) if (stronger than (1. 1)): 
f (T(m)Y T{n)x = P„(U(m)Y U(n)x 
^ { f o r oil x£H and all positive-disjoint n, m. 
•Clearly if the Ux (a £7) are a Sz.-N.— B. dilation then the function B is completely 
determined by the Tx (a £ J). 
Now for given Tx (a 6 J) (without assumption as to existence of a unitary dilation) 
let us call (T(n)x\ T(m)y) the Sz.-Nagy—Brehmer (abbreviation: Sz.-N. — B.) values 
for B(n, x; my). Then, if Ta (a 67) does possess a Sz.-N.—B. minimal dilation, this 
dilation is obviously determined (uniquely) by the Sz.-N.— B. values. On the other 
hand, the Sz.-N. — B. values always satisfy (1.4) and (1 .5) ; so if they determine a 
unitary dilation at all (that is, if the positivity condition (1. 6) holds) then this dila-
tion is necessarily a Sz.-N.— B. dilation. 
SZ.-NAGY proved: with the S z . - N . — B. values, positivity does hold if the Ta (a 6 7 ) 
are doubly commuting: thus for this case he obtained a particular solution of (1. 1), 
(1. 2), in fact a Sz.-N. — B. dilation. We note: if Ux (oe£7) is a Sz.-N. — B. dilation 
then the stronger condition 
d ix i 
I for all x£H and pairwise positive-disjoint //,, ..., ns 
holds if and only if the Tx ( a £ 7 ) are doubly commuting. 
1. 6. Recently BREHMER [1] has refined SZ.-NAGY'S method and has shown that 
the Sz.-N.— B. values satisfy the positivity condition (and hence yield a solution for 
(1. 7), (1. 2) but not for (1. 7)' in general), assuming commutativity of the T„ ( a £ 7 ) 
together with a condition weaker than that of double commutativity. SZ.-NAGY and 
BREHMER use a set of indices J={A} not assumed to be ordered; but in fact, when 
the Tx are commuting it is equivalent to consider 7 as totally ordered,in any way. 
1. 7. In the present paper we give a new and simple proof of positivity for 
:Sz.-N.—B. values. More precisely, we show: 
If the Ta (a £ 7) are commuting operators then positivity holds for the Sz.-Nagy—-
Brehmer values if and only if the following condition holds: For every finite subset of J, 
•denoted 1, ...,/• for convenience, the operator 
/ P(Tt, .... Tr) = Z ( - \)"l">{T(u))MT(u) shall be positive definite, 
I " 
(1.8) \ where w = (wls wr) {varies over all ...,/*), and a(u) = 
» = 1 
9) If /• = 1, (I. 8) becomes P(T) = 0, that is 1 — T*T^0, which is equivalent to the assertion: 
T is a contraction. 
A 19 
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Our proof (see section 2, 3 below) depends on some simple matrix calculations 
and is advantageous even for the case of a single contraction (where the condition (1 .8) 
is satisfied trivially). Like SZ.-NAGY and BREHMER, we do not use spectral theory o r 
square roots of positive definite operators. But to show that (1. 8) is satisfied by 
doubly commuting contractions seems to require (as in the proof of SZ . -NAGY, 
BREHMER) the fact that the product of two commuting positive definite operators is 
positive definite. An elementary proof of this fact was given by F. RIESZ [6]. 
1.8. If J contains only two elements, BREHMER'S condition coincides with our 
(1. 8); if / c o n t a i n s more than two elements, BREHMER'S condition, (10) of his paper 
[1], is our (1. 8) but for kTl, ..., kTr in place of T l , ..., Tr for all 0 < A : < 1 (and 
hence, by continuity also for A: == 1, which is precisely our (1. 8)). It is not clear 
whether BREHMER'S (apparently) stronger condition is actually. necessary when / 
contains more than two elements. 
The proof of BREHMER (like that of . SZ.-NAGY) employs Fourier series and" 
seems to be valid only for complex (or real) scalars. Our proof is valid fo r 
quaternionic scalars also. 
1.9. In section 4 we discuss possible properties of a particular Tfi (to be iso-
metric or to double commute with the other Ta ( a ^ P ) ) which permit omitting this-
Tp from the condition (1. 8). In section 5 we give some illustrative examples including 
cases of Ta (a £ / ) which are not commuting but do possess a Sz.-N. —B. dilation 
(the order of J is essential in these cases.) 
2. Proof of positivity for a single contraction T 
2. 1. With the notation of section 1. 2 we need only verify (1. 6). It is easy to 
see that for a single contraction, a statement equivalent to (1. 6) is this: For each 
integer N^ 1, and arbitrary x0, ..., xN in H 
(2.1) 2 (Ti-Jxi\xj)+ 2 (Xi\TJ-'Xj)^0. i,j = 0 = 0 
i>j jmi 
2.2. Let H be the direct sum of N+ 1 copies of H, so that the vectors in II c a n 
be identified with the systems (xQ, ...,xN) (with all in H). Then (2. 1) clearly 
asserts that a certain bounded linear operator T on H is positive definite, namely 
the T whose matrix1 0) has (i,7')-th entry 
f i j = T J - ' if j ^ i , = ( T * y ~ j if j ^ i . 
2. 3. We shall show that T= W*DW for some W and some positive definite 
D. This will imply that T is positive definite.11) For this purpose we choose W, D 
, 0) We use the same symbol to denote the operator and the representing matrix of the operator. 
" ) The fact that this matrix T is positive definite for arbitrary contraction T seems not to be 
mentioned in the literature even for the case that H is one-dimensional (then T is a numerical matrix 
and r i s simply an arbitrary scalar of absolute value 3= 1). 
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as follows: 
W ^ T i - i if j S i , . 
= 0 if j ^ i ; 
DtJ=l if i = J = 0 , 
= 1-T*T if i=j>0, 
. = 0 if i ^ j . 
Since D is a diagonal matrix with 1, 1 — T*T, ..., 1 — T*T on the diagonal and 
since 1 — T* T is positive definite on H (T is a contraction), therefore D is positive 
definite on H. 
To confirm that T= W*DW we note that T and W*DW are Hermitian sym-
metric and so we need only prove that their ( i , /Mh entries coincide for i^ j. Now, 
for i^j,12) 
(W*DW\j = 2 (W*),.kDk.iWh.j = (T*)'T' + 2 (T*y-h(l-T*T)Tj-> = 
ft=0 ft=1 
i 
=(T*yTJ + ((T*y~hT-i~h—(T*y~~h+1 TJ~h+l) = 
/ 1 = 1 
= Tj~l — T*-1 = T-, j 
Thus T= W*DW as stated and so positivity is established for a single contraction. 
3. More than one contraction 
3.1. The Sz.-N.—B. values determine the solution (unique if existing) of (1.2) and 
(3. 1) (U(ri)x\U(m)y) = (T(ri)x\T(m)y) for positive-disjoint n,m. 
Condition (3. 1) is equivalent to (1. 7) and. stronger than (1. 1). 
3. 2. As we have seen above, such a (Sz.-N.—B.) solution does exist if and only 
if positivity holds and this condition can be expressed in the following way. 
Let r, N be arbitrary integers S i 1 3 ) and let 1 , . . . , r denote any finite subordered 
subset of J (we do not yet require the Ta to be commuting). 
Let i denote an /"-tuple: i = (i1, ..., ir) with for each s, and for each 
such i let Xi be an arbitrary vector in H. 
Then the positivity condition (1. 6) is equivalent to the statement: For all such 
№ 
(3.2) 2 ( T l \ . . T ! ' x i \ T V . . . T r x ] ) ^ 0 >,j 
where ps =ps(i,j) = max (0, i s - j s ) and qs(i,j) = ps(j, 0-
,2) Note: (W*),,h=(IVh,t)* = 0 if h>i. 
13) If r— 1 the following discussion will specialize to that of section 2. 
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3. 3. Let H = Hr be the direct sum of (N-1- l) r copies of H so that the elements 
. of H can be identified with the systems i varying}. As in section 2, (3. 2) asserts 
that a certain operator T on H is positive definite, namely the T whose (N+ l ) r X 
X( /V+ i y matrix has (r',/)-th entry: 
Tij = (Tr*)Pr...(Tf)PiTV...T?' 
where ps = ps(i,j), qs = qs{i, j ) are as defined in section (3. 2) (note: for each s at 
least one of ps, qs must be 0). 
3 .4 . We shall show that if the Ta ( a £ 7 ) are commuting operators, then (i): 
T= W*DW holds always (without additional restrictions on the Ta) where D is a 
certain diagonal operator, and (ii): T is positive definite if and only if this D is 
positive definite. 
For this purpose we define W, D by: 
Wij = T{x~h...TJ/~ir if for each 5 = 1 , ...,r, 
= 0 otherwise; 
£> u = 0 if 
= P(TS[, ..., TSt) if i=j and the s with / , > 0 are j , , 
We recall that , ..., Tr) was defined in (1. 8) of section 1. From the definition 
it follows immediately that if 1 then 
P(TU ..., Tr) = P(T,, ..., Tr^)-T*P(Tt, ..., Tr.x)Tr 
3. 5. We shall show that T = W* D W by induction on r. For /•= 1 the equality 
was proved in section 2 above. Suppose now that r =-1 and that the equality has been 
established for / -—t in place of r. 
Our present H = Hr may be considered as the direct sum of JV+1 copies of 
Hr_ J, the different copies being associated with the possible values of ir = 0, 1, ..., N. 
Each of T, W*, D, W can be represented by an (TV4-1) X ( N + 1) matrix with (s, f)-th 
entry (5, t = 0 , ..., N) an operator on Hr_x. 
if we use the indices r, r— 1 to refer (in the obvious way) to the situation for 
Ty, ..., Tr, Hr and Tlt ..., Tr_x, Hr_x respectively, we have: 
(TV),,, = {T?Y~'Tr-1 if j s / , 
= Tr-xT'r~s if s ^ t ; 
(Wr\,= Wr-x?r~* if s^t, 
= 0 if s>t; 
(A.)s,, = A - I if s=t = 0, 
= D^i-T^D^iT, if s=t>0, 
= 0 if s ^ t . 
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Since T=Tr and W*DW=W?DrWr are clearly Hermitian symmetric (Dr is 
diagonal with Hermitian symmetric diagonal elements), so we will know that 
Tr = W*DrWr if their (s, i)-th entries coincide for i S t. Now, for s^t, 
(W?DrWr\t = 2 (W*\h(Dr)Kh(Wr)Kt = 14) 
ft = 0 
= ( ^ k o f t - i i ^ o , + 2 (W*)s,h(Dr-1 - T*Dr-iTr)(Wr)h,t = 
/ 1 = 1 
= (Try W*.1 Dr. iWr-lTr+ 2 {(TrTh W*. lA-i Wr-1 T'r" -
/ 1 = 1 
- ( T r y h wr-1 T?Dr^ Tr Wr_, ' r ; - " ) . 
Now Tr commutes with Wr_1 since the entries of Wr_, are products of J , , ..., Tr_l 
only.1 5) Also WjLtDr-1Wr-1 = Tr-i by our inductive assumption. Hence 
(w*DrWr)s,t = (Tr)sTr-tTr + 2 ((Try-hTr-iT'r-"-(T?y-h+lfr-1T^h+i) -
/1 = 1 
= (TifTr^Tl^ = ( f r ) S J . 
This completes the proof that T= W*DW. 
3. 6. Next we show that for T to be positive definite it is necessary and sufficient 
that D be positive definite. Since T= W*DW the "suffit iency" is obvious. 
The "necessity" would follow at once if W had a right inverse W~ 1: WW~ 1 = 1. 
For then, for every x in H, 
(Dx\x) = (DWW-lx\WW-lx) = (W*DW(W-lx)\(W-ix))^Q. 
Now we shall show that W can be considered as a semi-diagonal matrix with 1 
at each diagonal place. It is easy to see that every such W has an inverse. 
To exhibit W as a semi-diagonal matrix we recall that the entries WUj are 
indexed by r-tuples i,j. We totally order these /--tuples by the relation ( / , , ..., / r )« : 
« ( A , • • • > jr) if h =Ji, is-i = / v - i , is-^js f or some s = 1, ..., r. 
With this total ordering of the indices, W is upper semi-diagonal, that is WUJ= 0 
if j<ci (in fact, W{ j = 0 if js < is for some s). Also, the diagonal elements of W are 
Wu, all = 1. 
This completes the proof that T is positive definite if and only if D is positive 
definite. 
3. 7. Since D is diagonal it is positive definite if and only if each of its diagonal 
entries is positive definite. These entries are all of the form P(T1, ..., Ts) for some 
'") Note: (W*)s,h = (Wr)*s = 0 if h > s. 
l s) It is at this point in our argument that we need the hypothesis that the T,(a £ . / ) are 
commuting. 
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Ty, ..., Ts and clearly every P(T1, ..., Tr) does occur as a diagonal element in 
some D. So we have our final result: 
T h e o r e m . For given commuting operators Tx (a £ J) in order that the 
Sz.-Nagy — Brehmer values determine a unitary dilation it is necessary and sufficient 
. that 
( 1 . 8 ) / > ( r , , . . . , r r ) S o 
for all finite subsets 1, ..., r of J. 
4. Some comments on the condition (1. 8) 
4. 1. Let J1 be the subset of J remaining after discarding all a for which Ta is 
isometric, i . e . for which 72T a = l . Then (1. 8) for / is implied by (1. 8) for Z ^ 1 6 ) 
indeed, if r > 1 and 7 \ is isometric then 
P(Tl,...,Tr) = 
= 2 ' ± ( ( 7 V T • • •(TîTTfTit2-...T"r-(T*)"r... (Tt)ulTu21...Trr) = 2±(o)=o. 
More generally, if Ta (a Ç J ) are arbitrary contractions (not required to be 
commuting) and J is ordered then the existence of a Sz.-N. — B. dilation is not 
affected by discarding the commuting isometries (the Ta with properties: = 1 
and TxTp = TpTa for all fl£J). Moreover this fact could have been verified at the 
beginning of our discussion without use of the general condition (1. 8). 
To see this consider the condition (3. 2) and suppose that 7\ is a commuting 
contraction. Then (3. 2) can be expressed: 
2 ( 2 (T?...Trp'T\'-Jtxil_,i№2...T?Xjt,;„j) + 
>2 <r ¡lSj'l 
Jl j r 
+ 2 (TF...T?xh ,-r| Tl1 • • . Tr"T{'~'1XJi ,.))ë0. 
'l<jt 
Since T['~J' =(TÏ)J*TÏ if ii^-ji, this condition can be expressed as 
2 ( r? 2 • •.TPrxht...jr\T2z...Tr"xj2 , J r) ^ 0 
where xh ir denotes 2,-, T['xit ,v 
This proves our statement. 
4. 2. Let J2 be the subset of Jt remaining after discarding f rom all a for 
which 7 ; double commutes with all other Tp (P € Jt, P ^ a). Then (1.8) for J is 
implied by (1 .8) for J2 • 
For if Tx double commutes with T2, ..., 7*,. then commutes w i t h / ^ ? ^ , ..., Tr) 
and hence 
P(Tlt ..., Tr) = P(T2, ..., Tr)-TtT,P(T2, ..., Tr) 
16) In terms of BREHMER'S condition this was pointed out by S Z . - N A G V [5] . 
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Now 1 — T*TV is positive definite and commutes with P(T2, ..., Tr). Hence 
P(T{, ..., Tr) is positive definite if P(T2, ..., Tr) is positive definite; here we use the 
fact that the product of two commuting positive definite operators is positive definite 
(see [6]). 
More generally, if Ta (a 6 J) are arbitrary contractions and J is ordered then the 
existence of a Sz.-N. — B. dilation is not affected by discarding the doubly commuting 
members (the Ta with properties: TaTp = T„TX and TJ% = T%Ta for all a). 
Moreover this fact could have been verified at the end of section 2 (discussion for 
a single contraction), without use of the general condition (1. 8). 
To see this, consider the condition (3. 2) and suppose that 7 \ is doubly commut-
ing. Then (3.2) can be expressed as follows (use the notation u — i1, v=j\, 
s = (i2, ..., /,), t = ( j 2 , - J r \ Lu,v = T1(il -J\), Ms.t = {TV ... Tqry n . . . TV)-
u , s , u , r 
Let L be the linear operator in 2®HU (with each Hu a copy of H) such that for all 
fixed s, t : " 
(L(x„>5; U varying) | ( y v , t ; v varying)) = Y (LUi0xUiS\yv<t). 
U, V 
Similarly let M be the linear operator in 2 s® H s (each Hs a copy of H) such that 
for fixed u, v : 
(M(xUt5; s varying) |(y v , t; t varying)) = ^ (Ms.txuJyv,t). 
s.t 
Then L, M determine, in the obvious way, commuting Hermitian symmetric operators 
in 2 ®HU,S (with each Hu s a copy of H) and for all x, y in 2 ®HUjS\ 
u,s u,s 
{LMx\y) = 2 ( M S t l L U t V x u J y B J . 
tl,V,S.t 
Since L is positive definite (by section 2), it follows that LM is positive definite if 
M is positive definite. This proves our statement. 
4. 3. The condition (1. 8) for J2 (and hence for / ) will hold if 
Z I K l N i - 1 7 ) 
XEJ 2 
For if 0 S P(.T,, ..., Tr) == 1 then (P(T1, ..., Tr)y\y) SE (y\y) for all y; 
Tt+iPiT^..., rp)Tr+1 T*+i Tr+1; and so 
(i) W Tr+i) = P(T,, ..., rr)-T;+1P(r,, ..., Tr)Tr+1s 
(ii) P(Ti,...,Tr+l)^P(Tl,...,Tr)S 1. 
" ) In terms of BREHMER'S condition this was shown by BREHMER [1] (see also S Z . - N A G Y [5]). 
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Now suppose Z i T * T i ^ !• Then O s 1 - T f T t = P(Ti)^l and by induction 
on r : 
¡=i 
for all r s l . Hence P(Tlt ..., Tr) ê 0 for all Tx, ..., Tr. 
5. Some examples 
5. 1. If K, Ux (<x£J) is a solution for (1. 1), (1. 2) for Tx (a £ J) then K, U* (a 
is a solution for T* (a £./*) where J* is identical with J except that the order is 
inverted; and if TxT]f = TpTx for a ¿¿ft then if one of these solutions is a Sz.-N. — B. 
solution so is the other one. 
Since Tx ( a £ / ) are commuting if and only if T* ( a 6 / * ) are commuting, it 
follows that (1. 1), (1.2) have a particular solution which could be called a dual 
Sz.-Nagy — Brehmer dilation if the Tx are commuting and satisfy condition (I. 8)* 
(this means: (1. 8) for the T*). 
If the Tx are commuting and satisfy both (1. 8) and (1. 8)* we obtain 
thus two particular solutions of (1. 1), (1. 2) for the Ta and it is easy to see that these 
will coincide if and only if the Ta are doubly commuting. 
Consider the special example: J = {1,2}, 7 \ = T2 = T, where T is the 
operator on the two dimensional space spanned by basis <plf <p2 with 7>/;, = k<p2, 
T<p2 = 0 with k2 ^ In this example 7\ and T2 commute and both (1. 8) and 
(1.8)* hold, but TjTj* 7 2 r , . The Sz.-N. - B. solution for T2, Tf yields a 
dilation for J , , T2 which is dual S z . - N . - B . but not S z . - N . - B . for 7 \ , T2. 
In the preceding example, if k2 > \ then 7\ and T2 commute but neither 
(1. 8) nor (1. 8)* are satisfied; in this example (1. 1), (1. 2) do have a solution namely 
K, Uy, U2 where K, U is the solution for T (single contraction) and U\ = U2 = U, but 
of course this solution is neither a Sz.-N. — B. nor a dual Sz.-N. — B. dilation for 
T},T2. 
5. 2. Suppose Ua (a J totally ordered) is a Sz.-N. — B. minimal dilation for 
Tx (a Suppose Jl} J2 are complementary subsets of J such that a t < a 2 for all 
<*i € . / i , <*2 € / 2 (we permit Jt or J2 to be empty), and let Sx = T*, Vx = V* if 
<x€/, and let S a = T,„ Vx = Ux if a.U2. 
Let / , 2 coincide with J but with order as follows: if a£Jt then a = ocy in J shall 
imply a ^ o c in Jl2 and if a 2 £ / 2 t h e n ' n J shall imply a ^ a 2 in Ji2. 
Then Vx ( a £ / 1 2 ) will be a Sz.-N. —B. minimal dilation for Sx (<x£Ji2) provided 
T*Tp = TpT* for all a^J^PdJ,, a ^ / ? (if Jy is empty or consists of one element 
this condition is vacuous). 
Hence if Tx (ct£J) are commuting contractions satisfying the condition (1. 8) and 
if the Tx ( a ^ / j ) are doubly commuting then the Sx (ctdJ]2) possess a Sz.-N. —B. 
dilation. However the Sx (a € / 1 2 ) need not be commuting. 
For example, consider two contractions Tx, T2 such that T f , T2 commute but 
7 \ , T2 do not commute. If 1 - 7 \ 7 t - T*2T2 + T$TXT*XT2 s 0 then T f , T2 possess 
a S z . - N . - B . dilation, V t , V2 say, and then V f , V2 will be a Sz.-N. - B. dilation 
for the original not-commuting Tx, T2. 
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I n a s u b s e q u e n t p a p e r t o a p p e a r in Duke Journal of Mathematics we sha l l 
i n v e s t i g a t e c o n d i t i o n s u n d e r w h i c h a ( w i d e r ) c lass o f n o t - c o m m u t i n g c o n t r a c t i o n s 
posses se s a ( m i x e d S z . - N . — B.) d i l a t i o n . 
Added in proof: A p a p e r b y t h e w r i t e r en t i t s ld : " I n t r i n s i c d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e 
Sz.- N a g y — B r e h m e r u n i t a r g d i l a t i o n " , t o a p p e a r in Studia Mathematica, g ives a 
d i f f e r e n t p r o o f o f t h e T h e o r e m g iven a b o v e ( e n d o f s ec t ion 3), a n d s h o w s t h e -
g e o m e t r i c a l s ign i f i cance o f t h e c o n d i t i o n (1.8) . 
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